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Session 3.5 

FormIt – Bridging the Design Gap 
Jarod Schultz, initial.aec 

 

 

 

Class Description 

Tired of the “throw away design model" mentally at your firm? Learn how FormIt 

can bridge this gap. See how to use FormIt to its full potential when it comes to 

Modeling and visualization & learn the process of taking the design model into 

Revit. 

 

1. Understand how to do model & edit in FormIt, especially certain shapes 

2. Take advantage of the visualization & area tools 

3. Learn how to take the FormIt model into Revit for further study 

 

 

About the Speaker 

I have extensive experience in using Business for Business (B4B) for specific 

outcomes to the architectural-engineering-construction (AEC) industry. I am skilled 

at delivering creative solutions to address challenging issues, and this experience 

enables me to provide invaluable insight and direction to clients, technical staff, 

and sales. I have mentored and implemented Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

and AutoCAD-based solutions for hundreds of clients and have become a trusted 

and respected advisor in the AEC community. 
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Getting Started 

FormIt & Autodesk 360 Site 

The website to get started is: http://formit360.autodesk.com. From here, I’m going 

to start building a conceptual design model. Take note that you will need an 

Autodesk 360 account, which is free: https://360.autodesk.com.  

 

The reason for the Autodesk 360 account is saving the FormIt models. Along with 

saving the conceptual design model as an AXM file, it also automatically converts it 

to a RVT file. With that said, Autodesk is bridging the gap on being able to take the 

conceptual design model directly into Revit, thereby doing away with throw away 

models. 
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FormIt Convert Tools 

The FormIt 360 Convertor tools can be found here: 

http://formit360.autodesk.com/blog/formit-converter  

 

The FormIt 360 Converter is a Revit add-in that will allow you to: 

 Convert SketchUp SKP files for use within FormIt 

 Convert Revit RFA files for use within FormIt. These files maintain their category 

and identity so that they can be converted back to the proper RFA later. 

 Convert FormIt 360 files to RVT and re-place any RFA files from local sources. 

 

To install: 

 Pre-requisites: A Windows PC running Revit 2015 

 Unzip ALL of the files to a single directory 

 Right-click FormItConverter.msi and select “Run as Administrator” 

 

 

 

NOTE: Later in the document we will go through the workflows of using this great 

add-in for Revit. 
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Add-Ins Primary Function 

The add-in has four primary functions. 

  

Convert RFA Files to FormIt 360 files 

Only the following categories are supported, all others will be ignored: Casework, 

Entourage, Furniture, Furniture Systems, Generic Models, Parking, Site, Specialty 

Equipment, and Mass. 

 

Convert FormIt 360 Sketch (AXM) Files to Revit Project 

The add-in will proceed to convert the geometry in the FormIt 360 file and place it 

in the currently open RVT file. Groups that are assigned a specific Category within 

FormIt 360 will be placed as a family of that same Category. You may manually 

replace these families with any other Revit family of that same Category using the 

Type Selector. 

 

Convert SketchUp (SKP) Files to FormIt 360 Sketch Files 

The SketchUp file must be a “watertight” model, so if the model was created in an 

imprecise method than it might not convert correctly. There is a visual style listed 

under the Model Diagnostic settings in FormIt to help you identify if your model is 

watertight. 

 

 

Replace FormIt Content 360 with Revit Families 

In order to successfully convert a FormIt 360 Sketch to RVT, open your or a Revit 

Architectural template first. The Reload Families tool will not replace nested families. 
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Modeling Techniques 

As for navigation, most of it can be done with the mouse. The wheel does the 

normal zoom that we all know and love, holding down the wheel will do pan, and 

the normal holding down the Shift Key and Middle Mouse button together will orbit. 

There is a toolbar on the right that you can also use. 

 

All of the main tools are at the top. When drawing lines to create a closed shape, 

remember that it is just like any other design software, take advantage of the 

alignment lines and the ortho like mode. If trying to create a line from an existing 

line, just hover your cursor over the endpoint and pick.  
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Take note of the alignment lines as you are drawing. These are familiar and behave 

like other design software. You can also hover over an object snap for a second or 

two to develop a new alignment line.  

 

You can use the “Shift” key to “lock” the direction when drawing the line and then 

use an object snap to acquire the correct distance. 
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Once you have a closed shape, a surface is created. Just click on the surface and 

then click and drag it to turn it into a solid.  

 

While dragging to create the solid you will notice a temporary dimension. You can 

pick on it so a dialog box pops up so you can type in an accurate dimension. What 

is also nice is you can use the “tab” key on the keyboard to open the same dialog 

box.  
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Also as you drag to extrude you can hover over an existing edge of an object so 

the extrusion aligns to that edge. 

 

 

You can also click an edge and then click and drag the edge to taper it.  
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FormIt automatically detects when you are on a surface when you draw lines. With 

that in mind, you can create recesses or additions to the model by drawing 

additional closed loops or use the rectangle command.   

 

Even if you don’t recess/bump the surface, the individual face will come into Revit. 

Since Revit can see that surface you can attach a wall or curtain wall to it. 

 

There are additional modeling tools that have recently been added FormIt. These 

include Sweep, Loft, and Cover. Learn more here: http://tinyurl.com/additionaltools  
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As for selection of objects you have the standard drag to the left or drag to the 

right selection boxes; in addition to that, you also have a lasso. By right-clicking 

outside of the model you will get this option. 

You also have the standard array feature to help with creating items like curtain 

wall or sun shade objects. By developing an object and either double clicking it or 

using one of the selection window you can right-click to activate it. You can array a 

single line like I did to get the curtain wall effect or select an entire extruded object 

like the sun shade. 
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Visualization & Area 

 You can add levels to the model so you can start to get information for cubic feet 

and total square footage. On the right is a toolbar to open the Levels palette. Pick 

on Add Level or Add Multiple Levels to start adding or editing the levels.   

 

To add the levels to the model, double-click the model and open the properties 

palette. Now, pick on the properties tab on the top left of the palette and check 

mark the area by level option.  
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Notice how the model now has blue lines encompassing your model. What is really 

nice is you can draw lines to the level line edges or align items to those edges. 

 

 

Let’s put some context to the shape that you are creating. On the bar at the top is 

the ability to set the location of your design which will give you accurate shadows. 

NOTE: This is something that should probably be setup right at the start but it is nice 

to know you can set at any time. Later in the document I will show how to get a 3D 

terrain model into FormIt. 
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Once this is done you will probably want to move the model to the desired 

location. Just double-click on the model to highlight it and right-click to see the 

editing tools. You have the standard move, copy, rotate, and array. 

 

 

You can adjust the sun settings using the top bar to get a real-time daylight study.  
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Next thing to look at is adding materials to the surfaces to make the model a little 

more lifelike. On the right is a tiny vertical bar that if pick on it will open the material 

manager. To use a material first click on a surface and then select the material that 

you would like to use. 

 

You can use the create button to create a custom material from any image file. 

You can also drag and drop an image file from windows explorer onto the FormIt 

drawing space to create a custom material on fly. 
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Sharing the FormIt Model with Revit 

Learn how to take FormIt/SketchUp models into Revit for further study 

Groups 

Bundle together one or more objects into clusters that you can easily manipulate 

and help you create geometry more efficiently. You can copy a group to create 

instances, these copied groups are linked so making a change to one will update 

the others. You can also use the Ribbon, Right-Click Menu or the keyboard 

shortcuts: G, E, F (Group, Edit, Finish) plus U (Ungroup) and M (Make Unique). 

 

 

You can nest groups within a structure or hierarchy. Nesting groups gives you a way 

to cluster “like” elements within a design. For example, your design may use an 

array of columns that you can group so that editing that part of design becomes 

easier. Without grouping the columns, editing them would require you to edit each 

individual column, which might prove impractical if the design used hundreds of 

columns. 
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You can copy a grouped object and make it unique so that changes to the 

original object do not update the copies. Making a group unique gives you a way 

to edit some of the columns in your multicolumn design, but not all. 

 

 

NOTE: You can apply levels to grouped objects, and apply materials to elements 

inside of the group which will update all instances. 

 

NOTE: When you open a FormIt file in Revit, Revit converts those grouped objects 

into Loaded Mass Families and Nested groups become Nested Mass Families. 

Group Name/Category 

One of the unique items in FormIt is giving the Groups a name and category. This is 

really nice because it gives us control on the behavior of the objects back in Revit. 

 

To see this option you must be in “edit mode” of working on the Group. If you 

double-click on a Group you can see on the Properties palette the option. You 

must give it a name before you can set the category. 
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Back in Revit is where you will see that Groups are using the correct name and 

category and the object will have the appropriate behavior either as a Mass or 

Family. 

 

 

NOTE: Later in the document I will show how you can use this to your advantage 

when the FormIt model gets updated and you want to push those changes back 

to your Revit model. 

FormIt to Revit 

Steps to convert from FormIt 360 Sketch to Revit RVT using the FormIt Converter 

Plug-in: 

  

1. Download the converter from here: 

http://formit360.autodesk.com/blog/formit-converter/  

2. Install the Plug-in which will show in Revit 2015 

 

3. Open your FormIt sketch on web (use chrome or firefox) 

http://formit360.autodesk.com/app/ 
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4. Click the export icon, then choose Export Locally 'as FormIt 360 Sketch' 

 

5. Go to Revit 2015 - open existing project or start a new project and select the 

template of your choice. 

6. Go to the Add-In's tab - FormIt 360 Conversion Panel - from the drop down 

list choose "Convert FormIt 360 Sketch to RVT' 

 

7. Navigate to your download folder and select your FormIt 360 Sketch (.axm 

file type) 

8. Click OK through the various Revit warnings... :-) 

9. In most cases you'll need to make sure that Mass category visibility is set to 

display 

NOTE: The add-in will proceed to convert the geometry in the FormIt 360 file and 

place it in the currently open RVT file. The location information is translated along 

with the current shadow settings including the levels. 

a. Sketched, extruded objects will become Mass families 

b. Grouped objects that are copied will be placed as instances of that 

same Mass family 

c. Groups that are assigned a specific Category within FormIt 360 will be 

placed as a family of that same Category. You may manually replace 

these families with any other Revit family of that same Category. 

d. Content that was converted with this add-in will be placed as a family 

of that same Category. You may use the Reload function to replace 

these families with the proper RFA file (see below.) 
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Add Revit Elements to Mass 

You can create building elements from the faces of mass instances.  

 

 

Using the Mass & Site Ribbon tab you can add roofs, curtain walls, floors, and walls 

to the surfaces of the mass model. In this example, a mass surface becomes a 

curtain wall. Learn more here: http://tinyurl.com/MassToBuilding  

 

In this example, a mass floor is created at each level of the mass, and the mass 

floors are converted to floors. There is a bug with this on “nested groups” but should 

be fixed by RTC. 
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Update Revit Model with FormIt Group Update 

We all know that this is going to happen, you go back to the FormIt model and 

make some updates. Can you then want to take those updates and bring them 

into your Revit model that you created earlier? And guess what? You Can! 

 

The trick is to use Groups and Nested Groups when developing your FormIt model. 

When this gets converted inside your Revit model the FormIt groups are turned into 

Massing Types or Families. 

 

 

 

Use the “Tab” key to hover a mass to select to see the name or create an instance 

in your model so you can see what each one is. Back in FormIt if you update the 

model and want to refresh it your Revit model then follow these next steps. 

 

1. Open the Revit model that needs to be updated. 

2. Go back to the FormIt model and modify the correct group so it is updated 

and save the file 

3. Still in FormIt use the Export -> as FormIt 360 Sketch to download it 
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4. Go to the Add-In's tab - FormIt 360 Conversion Panel - from the drop down list 

choose "Convert FormIt 360 Sketch to RVT' 

 

5. Navigate to your download folder and select your FormIt 360 Sketch (.axm 

file type) 

6. Click OK through the various Revit warnings... 

7. In most cases you'll need to make sure that Mass category visibility is set to 

display 

8. Using the “Tab” key hover over the Mass Family Type that needs updated 

and select it, on the Ribbon select Edit Family to open it 

 

9. Now that you are in the Revit Mass Family on the Ribbon use the Load into 

Project 
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10. Select the other Revit Project and pick Ok. 

11. Select Overwrite the Existing Version 

 

12. Notice the Mass Family in your project is updated! 

13. If you added Building Elements to the Mass select the appropriate Build 

Elements and use the Update to Face tool 

 

Revit Families to FormIt 

Convert RFA Files to FormIt 360 files 

1. Choose Convert RFA to FormIt 360 Content From the Ribbon menu 

2. Browse to the local directory that contains RFA files you would like to 

convert to FormIt 360 Content 

3. Browse to the local directory where you would like the converted FormIt 360 

Content to be placed 

4. Optionally check the Upload to A360 Drive Content Folder 

5. Click OK and Revit will proceed to convert all RFA to FormIt 360 Content 

(.AXM files.) Only the following categories are supported, all others will be 

ignored: Casework, Entourage, Furniture, Furniture Systems, Generic Models, 

Parking, Site, Specialty Equipment, Mass 
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NOTE: If you choose to upload the files to A360 drive, you will be prompted to log 

into Autodesk 360 (if you are not already logged in Revit.) The AXM files will be 

placed in the following folder in your A360 drive: /FormIt/Content. See the Content 

Library section in the FormIt 360 to learn to use this content within the FormIt 360 

app. http://tinyurl.com/FormItContent  

 

Replace FormIt Content 360 with Revit Families 

1. Convert a FormIt 360 sketch to a RVT file as outlined above 

2. In the add-in, choose Reload Families 

3. Browse to a local directory that contains RFA files that correspond 

to converted FormIt 360 content 

NOTE: This has to be the SAME directory path that you specified on the original 

conversion for this to work. 

4. The add-in will proceed to replace any of the families with the 

correct families it finds in the selected directory 

NOTE: Known Issues 

1. In order to successfully convert a FormIt 360 Sketch to RVT, please open the 

Revit Architectural template first. 

2. FormIt 360 content placed above/below ground plane in FormIt 360 sketch 

will lose its vertical offset after being replaced with an associated Revit 

Family. 

3. The Reload Families tool will not replace nested families. 
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SketchUp Conversion 

SketchUp Model/Component to Revit 

You'll get better results componentizing your SketchUp import - doing a blanket 

conversion of your entire existing SketchUp model will take longer and be a MUCH 

bigger memory footprint. 

 

  

Here are the steps for SketchUp conversion... 

1. Go to the SketchUp Warehouse - browse to a great looking catalog 

http://tinyurl.com/SketchUpContent  or open your SketchUp Model 

2. Get the free FormIt Converter Plugin for Revit 2015 

http://formit360.autodesk.com/blog/formit-converter  

3. Install the Plugin and restart Revit 2015 

4. Go to the Add-Ins tab, FormIt 360 Conversion panel and choose Convert 

SketchUp Files from the drop down menu 

5. Navigate to the folder with the SKP files in them 

6. Then navigate to where I want the FormIt 360 files to be (can also go to A360) 

NOTE: If you choose to upload the files to A360 drive, you will be prompted to log 

into Autodesk 360 (if you are not already logged in Revit.) The AXM files will be 

placed in the following folder in your A360 drive: /FormIt/Content. See the Content 

Library section in the FormIt 360 to learn to use this content within the FormIt 360 

app. http://tinyurl.com/FormItContent  
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Here are the steps for FormIt categorization... 

 Start FormIt Web - http://formit360.autodesk.com/app  

 Import (or Link through the Content Library) the converted SKP's - place the 

content in your FormIt scene... 

 Double click to edit the furniture group - you can push and pull the geometry 

as if you were in SketchUp! 

 While in Edit Group mode - set the name and category (Furniture) in the 

properties panel. Finish editing the group. 

 Save the FormIt file and download it locally (to your downloads folder) by 

clicking 'Export Locally as FormIt 360 Sketch' 

 

Here are the steps for FormIt to Revit conversion... 

 Open Revit 2015 - Click New file - choose the template you'd like to use for 

the design model 

 Go to the Add-ins tab and choose "Convert FormIt 360 Sketch to RVT' 

 Navigate to the downloads folder and choose the FormIt sketch you 

exported locally 

 Click through any warnings and now you have Revit versions of SketchUp 

files! 

 The FormIt elements have the same categorization you set in FormIt and you 

can double click to edit the families as you would normal Revit geometry 
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SketchUp 3D Terrain to FormIt 

These steps will go through the workflow of getting a 3D terrain model from 

SketchUp into FormIt to help with your design process. 

 

1. In SketchUp select the Add Location tool on the top toolbar 

 

2. Type in the address to access the Google map, for example 191 Krestview Ln, 

80401, a hillside on Look Mountain in Colorado 

3. Notice the site initially comes in flat 

 

 

4. You can fix this by going to the File drop-down and choosing Geo-Location -

> Show Terrain 
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5. Now save this model and give it a name 

6. Inside Revit go to the Add-Ins -> Convert SKP to FormIt 360 Sketch 

 

7. Browse to the folder where you saved the SketchUp 3D terrain model 

8. Browse to where you want to save the converted FormIt model 

9. Since you want to use this 3D Terrain model in FormIt check mark the Upload 

to A360 Drive Content Folder  

 

10. Start FormIt and open the 3D Terrain model that has been converted for you 

11. You will notice that there is two images of the site. One is the flat site and the 

other is the 3D terrain. Just delete the flat one since the purpose is to get the 

3D terrain 
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12. Once the 2D site is deleted notice the 3D terrain is going below your FormIt 

work surface 

 

13. Just select the 3D terrain and move it up in “Z” to get it above the FormIt work 

surface 

14. Now you have a 3D terrain site inside FormIt! 

 

NOTE: When this FormIt model gets converted to Revit the 3D terrain model will 

come but you will lose the image. 
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Resources 

I wanted to add some additional resources for everyone. There is great material out 

on the web where you can find golden nuggets of information. 

Videos 

Tobias Hathorn and Tom Vollaro created the videos and is part of their FormIt Friday 

series, they have some great material in them. 

Episode 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRzAuuxj-sU 

Episode 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJoFH4CXPbo 

Episode 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siad1CWdTKI 

Episode 4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7APgBx88eM 

Blog 

Autodesk’s blog on FormIt 

http://formit360.autodesk.com/blog/ 

Learning Site 

The ever evolving learning site for FormIt 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/FORMIT/ENU/ 

 

THANK YOU! 

I hope enjoyed this! It is a fast and furious development cycle with FormIt and it has 

made some huge strides in the last 8 months. Don’t accept that FormIt can’t do 

something today because shortly after you say that it will probably do it. Times are 

a-changing like always, and personally I believe it is time to rethink early design 

workflows and processes.  
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